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Introduction: Colonial Public Spheres and the Worlds of Print 
 
In this Special Issue, we open up to inspection the spaces of print – newspapers and 
periodicals -  in which colonial subjects reflected publicly on the changing social, political 
and cultural world around them.i We shall move from eighteenth-century Venezuela, a 
society with no printing press but where the circulation of newsprint from elsewhere played a 
key role in forging political consciousness, to the Māori-language newspapers of mid-
nineteenth-century New Zealand, and on through time to the newspapers of late colonial 
Kenya and Malaya.  
What binds these diverse case studies together? One answer is that the label “colonial 
public sphere” could be applied to describe these settings. Building on Jürgen Habermas’s 
1989 book, Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, but paying attention to the very 
different political contexts found outside eighteenth-century Europe, the term “colonial 
public sphere” has been applied in several different ways by scholars: often as a 
straightforward way to identify a historical and/or political context, sometimes as a descriptor 
of a specific kind of public sphere, but also as a signal for a non-European, more global 
historical sketch of public spheres. ii With the addition of the qualifier “colonial”, Habermas’s 
“bourgeois public sphere” shifts to describe a different type of public.  
The attraction of this term is that it does justice to the scope that print offered for such 
public deliberation, while also recognising aspects of newspapers and periodicals which were 
distinctive to a context of modern colonial rule.iii In many cases, those who edited and 
financed newspapers in colonial settings were associated to varying degrees with the colonial 
state or with missionary organisations. Where they were not, the demands of successfully 
navigating conditions of tight censorship often meant that the newspapers which were able to 
publish – and survive – in colonial settings were those which spoke a language of loyalism. 
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The editors publishing newspapers often aimed at creating new kinds of subjects and a 
strongly didactic tone is a common feature.  
Yet the term “colonial public sphere” is in many ways unsatisfactory. In the first 
place, the concept of the ‘public sphere’ was, as Nancy Fraser has recently reminded us, 
originally intended as a contribution to “a normative political theory of democracy,” not as a 
description of actually existing societies.iv And in applying it to historical contexts, it is 
necessary to be explicit about the term’s associations with wider chronologies of 
modernization – the transition from oral to literate societies, from manuscript to print, and the 
rise of industrial capitalism which turned those printed texts into commodities, the transition 
from community to individual and from monarchies to representative governments founded 
on liberal principles – for there is still a powerful trend of scholarship which puts the birth of 
“civil society and the public sphere” at the heart of a narrative tracing the transition to the 
“modern world.”v The term thus runs the risk of being entrapped in an evaluative framework 
of the modern or the not-yet modern.  
A second problem with the term is that it could imply that publics in colonized spaces 
were solely a product of their governance structures. European colonialism certainly played a 
role in creating the conditions whereby print media would be used to create new publics. And 
printing, as Tony Ballantyne has argued, “had the power to recast the economic, social, and 
political relationships that conditioned the ways in which colonizer and colonized made sense 
of their place in the world.”vi But the “colonial” was not the only factor that precipitated 
social and political change, nor the only context through which people made decisions about 
their lives and their societies. As Nile Green has shown, the capitalist circulation of goods 
and services and the industrialisation of communication offered means of outreach that could 
circumvent colonial control, facilitating a “Muslim world” identity forged by public 
intellectuals.vii The inter-relation between colonialism and other developments that shape 
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public consciousness can be found in numerous examples. The Spanish American public 
spheres that emerged in the early nineteenth century, Pablo Piccato argues, were “structured 
by colonial institutions and interests.” But these in turn were “tied to routes of commodities 
and information, and to administrative life” in cities like Buenos Aires, Mexico City, and 
Lima.viii For Latin American scholars, the “urban scale” of politics in Latin America is an 
equally important frame for public spheres and for the growth of liberal republicanism in the 
nineteenth century. These examples make it clear that foregrounding colonialism as a 
descriptor, which dictates how public spheres emerge and function, to the neglect of other 
interrelated contexts may tilt motives, agency, and historical dynamics imprecisely. Indeed, 
to give colonialism sole analytic authority would be to misconstrue colonialism itself.  
A third problem with the term is that it can imply more coherence and similarity 
across time and space than was historically the case. Print took different forms wherever it 
was taken up, and therefore to apply the label of “colonial public sphere” indifferently 
whether speaking about Cuba in 1840, Korea in 1915, Syria in 1923, the Gold Coast in 1946 
or Angola in 1965, obscures the differences in specific colonies as well as differences in 
imperial rule between major empires. While the form of the newspaper or periodical suggests 
a universal medium, represented in uniform and global idioms, this masks diversity beneath 
the familiar title or letterhead. The development of newspapers and periodicals in colonial 
spaces was often shaped by cultural forms which long pre-dated modern colonial rule. They 
were shaped too by different social, economic and political contexts: varying censorship 
rules, financial resources, and logistical routes of mobility all played a role in how these 
publications were produced and received. To understand newspapers in specific contexts 
therefore demands a deep historical understanding of those contexts and, often, an 
understanding of the vernaculars in which these newspapers were published. This 
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requirement is one reason the literature on print media has remained locked within traditional 
regional frameworks. 
But the limitations of a concept like the public sphere do not necessarily suggest its 
analytic bankruptcy. Rather, they prompt the need to revisit how public spaces of discourse 
functioned in a colonial context. Indeed, in stretching and testing the form of any kind of 
“public” in colonized spaces, we might better understand that concept. It is worth 
remembering that Habermas’s framework supplied, from the start, the adjective “bourgeois” 
in front of public sphere. A single analytic model for studying public spaces of discourse has 
never actually applied. Yet what does the adjective “colonial” do in front of a concept like the 
public sphere? What sociability does “colonial” signify? 
The claim we make in this Special Issue is that we need to chart a new course in order 
to understand the publics forged through print in the colonial world. This demands a new 
methodology. Our method is explicitly historical and comparative. We start from the ground 
up and put temporal and spatial dimensions together in ways that attend to the particularities 
of individual situations but also open up scope for comparative analysis.  
We do so by exploring the case studies which follow in relation to a set of four factors 
to analyse how print functioned in specific spaces around the world. These factors are: 
materiality, addressivity, performativity and periodicity. As we will discuss below, these 
factors were not separate but could work together. The element of performance inherent 
within the colonial press, the logistical constraints upon production, the temporal conditions 
of the text, and the position from which authors spoke and the direction in which they aimed 
their language, all shaped the appearance of the discourse that the ephemeral press 
articulated. And this consequently chiselled the layers of meaning and identification possible 




“Readers,” as Roger Chartier established, “never confront abstract, idealized texts detached 
from any materiality. They hold in their hands or perceive objects and forms whose 
structures…govern their reading or hearing, and consequently the possible comprehension of 
the text read or heard.” Historians must, therefore, attend to “all the objects and forms that 
carry out the circulation of writing.”ix The materiality of texts is therefore constitutive to their 
meaning.  
Circulation plays an important part in that material meaning. While circulation has 
formed a crucial element in much scholarship on print in colonial contexts, it is worth noting 
that some of this work has also shown that circulation does not always involve the material 
realm: it can also be spiritual or cognitive.x The point for our purposes is that material 
circulation is central to the conception of publics as well as to the function of imperial and 
colonised spaces. This is partly because the expansion of European empires and the 
infrastructure of communication were intimately tied.xi Two processes were at work in this 
linkage. As imperial trade routes solidified, messages passed along rail tracks and shipping 
lines via official postal networks or unofficially via traders, missionaries, seamen and 
adventurers. At the same time, the perceived need to communicate between imperial outposts 
and metropolitan centres of government and finance drove the expansion, for example, of 
cable and wireless services, and thus channelled communication through particular circuits 
and nodes. Communication flowed via the routes built up by empire, just as the need to 
communicate across the empire justified infrastructural expansion. This was not merely the 
work of empire, but of capital interests too.xii 
Yet despite imperial expansion into Asia, Central America and Africa, large parts of 
these territories remained outside modern communication networks in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Cable networks, for example, were concentrated in lucrative markets 
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rather than across imperial territory.xiii As Rudolf Wagner argues in his contribution to this 
collection, the global pattern of media is one of asymmetries. Some questions that emerge 
from this history, therefore, are: How did the infrastructure for communication, built up 
largely in the service of imperial and capital interests, impact the form and content of public 
discourse? Did it limit or siphon the publics that emerged such that publics were convened 
along infrastructural lines?  
Moving from the physical channels of communication to the physical format of print 
(the printed page), we know less about how the appearance of the printed page resulted in 
specific debates or particular kinds of public spheres. Print media such as newspapers, 
periodicals, pamphlets and magazines are assumed to have a generally universal format. They 
have generally universal aesthetic forms that conform to rules of style and content. 
Newspapers, for example, have a front page with a branded title, and often a logo and motto. 
They contain familiar sections such as local and international news, sports and entertainment, 
editorials, advertisements, letters to the editor, and comment columns. They could feature 
regular sections like a ladies or children’s column, or question and answer sections. These are 
assumed to be floating genres that are generally recognisable. However, to what extent were 
print media copied and adapted from local genres and specific models?  What was the 
provenance of the genres that actually appeared, and how did these then signal to a public? 
Did it matter to the constitution of public spheres whether the model for a particular column, 
for example, was generated locally or modeled after something external?  
The space of print media had to be filled on a regular basis, even if that regularity was 
not always achieved. How were these spaces on the page being filled: that is, how was 
content generated and what channels did it move through? How were the dimensions of a 
publication decided upon? What effect did these have? What constraints did people face in 
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gathering material? If these constraints were a result of the colonial situation, did this impact 
the constitution of a particular kind of public?   
Finally, the materiality of print media entails all the stages of its life: from the 
physical tools and networks used to make it, to the physical format and layout of the media, 
to the physical spaces in which it is received. The space of print is not just the space of the 
page, but the space of reception. This is, in many respects, where the materiality factor meets 
the performativity factor (again, these factors can work together). It is useful to recognize, 
here, that print is not a separate entity from interactive, communal acts within public spheres. 
As critics of Benedict Anderson have rightly argued, engaging with print was not necessarily 
a separate enterprise where individuals in lonely spaces imagined themselves with others.xiv 
 
Addressivity 
Mikhail Bakhtin’s work has established that addressivity, “the quality of turning to 
someone,” is  “a constitutive feature of the utterance,” and is therefore essential to all 
speech.xv Modes of address are central to how particular genres come into being but also to 
how publics are convened. As Michael Warner has emphasised, without a directed address to 
a person or group, publics “do not exist.”xvi And because the direction of address is so central 
to communication, changes in addressivity can serve as markers of change. An addressee can 
be a definite person or group, or an indefinite other. Indeed, Warner argues that it is in the 
impersonal and indefinite address where publics often thrive since here people can “find 
themselves” in the indefinite. As Isabel Hofmeyr has shown for religious texts in southern 
Africa, addressivity can also call many addressees into being not merely through indefinite 
address but in multiple modes of address that “fill all time and space” to speak to many 
readers “in multiple directions.”xvii Hofmeyr showed how religious tracts convened publics 
both horizontally, among groups, and vertically, up to “the heavens” and back to earth. Yet as 
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the “Conversation” in this Special Issue emphasizes, both personal and impersonal modes of 
address could be working to foster collectives. Lara Putnam states that it was sometimes in 
the definite address, in the personalised public contact between migrant workers across the 
circum-Caribbean, that they forged their own collective. Karin Barber’s examination of 
Yoruba authors and editors shows how they convened new publics both by addressing 
definite named individuals or groups and aspiring to speak to “the four corners of the world,” 
a vast, anonymous, unknown potential readership. It is actually the interaction between the 
personal and the impersonal, concrete and abstract, which should be explored.xviii   
What this diversity of examples about the role of addressivity shows is that it is 
precisely because of the manifold forms of address, and the various audiences that can be 
convened through a single named addressee, that this mode is so generative. In this Special 
Issue, we consider a number of ways in which the lens of addressivity sheds light on the 
creation and dissolution of publics. First, how does paying attention to the dialogic aspect of 
addressivity help us better understand how publics were convened in print media? Second, if 
publics can be convened directly or indirectly, through explicit and implicit modes of address 
and metaphors that code audiences, how did these work to convene publics? Third, the 
worldliness and “cosmopolitanism” of certain colonial spaces, and the “localness” of others, 
remain thorny questions for colonial history. Cosmopolitanism can be hedged and qualified, 
as in the use of “Islamic cosmopolitanism” when speaking about the Islamic world. How did 
writers in colonial print media call into being “cosmopolitan” addressees? Were publics in 
colonial spaces specifically “cosmopolitan” or “local”? Or, rather, how might we move 
beyond these terms as binary juxtapositions? Might, as Nile Green has recently argued for the 
Indian Ocean world, concepts of “heterotopia” better capture the “poloymorphous, fractured, 




In their work on “The Public Life of Ideas,” Lesley Cowling and Carolyn Hamilton have 
argued that text is only one part of a public sphere that also includes circulation, paratext, and 
orchestration. Editors and journalists often orchestrate the “dynamics of public debate in 
order to ensure the debate meets their ideas of reasoned discussion.”xx Orchestration instills a 
level of control and direction into public discourse by performing roles and 
responsibilities.  Just like addressivity, performance plays a constitutive role in creating a 
public in the first place.  
There are several levels of performance evident in how print functioned, and we are 
using ‘performance’ here in several different senses. First, print was often read out loud, 
communally and in the home; it was performed for both literate and illiterate groups. So print 
media convened publics through performance rather than purely through private imaginings 
of a public. Second, we might think of performance in terms of self-positioning, as producers 
of print media in colonial spaces engaged in highly didactic performances that attempted to 
ordain the role and purpose of print, producer and audience. Third, we might think of 
performance as pretence, in relation to the ways editors and writers attempted to evade or 
hoodwink colonial authority. Finally, we might think of performance in the sense of editors 
or writers forging their personal identity.xxi Editors often dramatised their worldliness 
through their knowledge or their experience as travellers: circulation was performed in the 
press. Indeed, the globe as sign and symbol plays a prominent role in many newspaper names 
and logos.xxii 
In addition to these levels of performance evident in colonial spheres, we should also 
consider several contextual markers for colonial print that have implications for 
performativity. First, both at the time and in subsequent analysis colonial print media has 
been characterised as ventriloquist. In some contexts, the authenticity of the press was judged 
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by whether its backing came from “inside” or “outside.” Print, of course, was never neutral. 
What we should be asking, then, is whether different questions are required for government 
and/or missionary-owned press or an indigenous owned press? What difference did it make 
if, as was often the case, newspapers intended for an indigenous readership were financed or 
edited by settlers or members of diasporic groups? What questions can be the same for each 
case, and what must be different? Second, we return to the issue of how colonialism created a 
tightly observed public space. As Dwayne Winseck and Robert Pike have emphasized, we 
should work from the premise that media is “constantly shaped by the dialectic between the 
free flow of information versus its control”.xxiii Further comparisons of how monitoring, 
sedition laws, and censorship operated are necessary. What impact did the watchful eye of 
colonial administrators, missionaries, or foreign interests have on public discourse?  How did 
people skirt the lines of acceptable discourse using, for example, facetious argument and 
hyperbole? At the same time, what happens when we turn our attention to shape shifting and 
the ways in which individuals employed the mask of print to cross racial, linguistic or 
political boundaries, sometimes successfully and sometimes unsuccessfully?  
 
Periodicity 
The importance of the temporal dimension of print is the factor that almost all theories of 
publics and print agree upon. For Benedict Anderson, national identity was nourished 
through print precisely through a sense of simultaneity that allowed individuals to conceive 
of themselves within an incorporeal community.xxiv Warner places emphasis on the “punctual 
rhythm of circulation” for a public sense of active discussion.xxv Papers and magazines are 
distinguished by dates and the insistence that “Reviews appear with a sense of timeliness.” 
Yet our observation is that the press in colonies did not necessarily follow an even, 
metronymic rhythm but was often syncopated. The appearance of a newspaper or periodical 
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could be highly irregular and unreliable. The “news” contained in them was sometimes 
weeks or months old. Speeches, poems, and reports that could be years or decades old were 
reproduced, often in serialized form covering months of the newspaper in that moment in 
time. Warner’s “punctual rhythms of daily and weekly emission” do not hold. Crucially then, 
if publics “act historically according to the temporality of their circulation,” what is the 
character of a public sphere when circulation is sporadic, clipped, and/or multitemporal? 
These four factors can be applied discretely to analyse how publics are constituted. 
But they also sometimes function in relation to each other; that is, in practice they are not 
distinct. For example, the physical existence of media that facilitate public spheres also mark 
time: their materiality can also constitute their temporality. The physical format of a given 
medium, its aesthetics and production, direct conversation towards particular audiences: their 
materiality also influences their addressivity. And, finally, their materiality is performative: 
space is filled, whether on a printed page, in a public space, on the airwaves or a video, to 
attract and satisfy participants. The point is that – discretely and together – these factors all 
contribute to the convening of publics. Using these as guides, we can decipher how public 
discussion functioned and how publics came into being. These factors attend to the variety of 
ways that public spheres emerge, articulate themselves, operate and ultimately dissolve. 
 
Print media and publics in the colonial world 
This Special Issue begins with a “Conversation” that brings Michael Warner, Karin Barber 
and Lara Putnam together to reflect on Warner’s essay, “Publics and Counterpublics,” twenty 
years after that important intervention which has influenced the thinking of many scholars, 
including the authors whose work is collected here. The “Conversation” opens up space for 
critical reflection. Seven original case studies follow. The collection closes with an 
“Afterword” from Stephanie Newell.  
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By approaching diverse case studies in relation to this uniform set of factors, the 
articles collected here reopen the history of print media and publics in colonial societies. 
Their authors reject normative links between the public sphere and democracy or the making 
of modernity. They also reject the expectation, still all too common in the literature, that the 
public sphere should map neatly on to the nation or the territorial boundaries of a colony.xxvi 
As Leigh Denault writes of late nineteenth-century India in her contribution to this Special 
Issue, for readers and writers alike “the frame of reference was almost always global and 
historical”. Their authors are instead interested in what was present. Through applying the 
lenses of addressivity, materiality, periodicity and performativity, these essays are able to 
show how, in different ways and in different times and spaces, print made possible the 
creation of new kinds of publics in colonial settings, and how those publics functioned.  
These articles range widely across time and space, though many of them have in 
common a focus on moments of imperial crisis or high tension. Within the case studies they 
address, we find a number of structural commonalities. Censorship and various forms of legal 
constraints are features of every case. At the same time, these case studies reveal how, even 
when operating within tight constraints and in circumstances far removed from the ideal of a 
free press, newspapers could provide a space where colonial subjects could critically reflect 
on political, social, economic and cultural change. And, while more pronounced in some 
instances than others, the societies explored here were multi-ethnic, multi-national and multi-
lingual, with all the possibilities and constraints which this environment posed. While these 
commonalities cut across the collected articles, in each individual article some themes are 
more pronounced than others. We briefly highlight them here.   
In the articles collected in this Special Issue, the content and form of newspapers and 
periodicals was shaped by legal constraints and censorship in different forms. Cristina 
Soriano’s article is perhaps the most extreme example of these constraints. Soriano takes us 
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to late eighteenth-century Venezuela and to the curious case of a public sphere without a 
printing press. As she shows, while no newspapers were produced locally, readers creatively 
procured, read, archived and conserved newspapers from further afield. And in the absence of 
a printing press local political actors made use of other written forms to win fellow citizens to 
their cause, as Soriano illustrates through her analysis of a failed Republican conspiracy of 
1797.  
Bodil Folke Frederiksen’s article also considers the implications of colonial 
censorship. Her focus is on colonial Kenya in the tense period of the 1940s and 1950s, when 
the colonial state faced two crises in short succession, first the challenges of the Second 
World War from 1939 to 1945, and then the anti-colonial Mau Mau rebellion of 1952 to 
1960. In her article, Frederiksen explores “the state as a producer and consumer of print,” and 
“the non-European print cultures that were the targets of the pervasive colonial vigilance.” 
She helps us to understand censorship in dynamic terms, as “an interactive and negotiated 
process” which prompted creative responses from colonial subjects.  
The formation of a critical public is a central theme of many of these articles. In her 
contribution, Leigh Denault invites us into the print world of North Indian newspapers in the 
second half of the nineteenth century in the period after the Great Rebellion of 1857 and 
before the rise of the assertive anti-colonial nationalism of the twentieth century. The 
vernacular newspapers of this period have often been passed over by historians. They worked 
within the tight legal constraints of post-1857 India, and their editors survived by espousing 
loyalty to the colonial state. Historians have been drawn instead to the more combative 
newspapers of a later period. But there is, as Denault reveals, much more to these newspapers 
than such a reading would suggest.  They constituted “not simply an interface with the 
colonial state, but a forum for debate about the nature of Indian society in a shifting 
multilingual and global context.” 
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The Māori-language newspapers of the same period which Lachlan Paterson explores 
performed a similar function. In his article, Paterson focuses on a Māori-language newspaper 
which was published by Walter Buller, a Government interpreter, and son of a missionary, 
between 1857 and 1858. While Buller worked for the colonial state, this was decidedly not a 
government newspaper. It stood out amongst other Māori-language newspapers of the same 
time in providing extensive space for Māori correspondents, creating a forum in which they 
could reflect on the rapidly changing world around them and engage critically with the 
colonial state.     
The crossing of linguistic, national and religious boundaries is a theme of many of 
these articles. Rudolf Wagner’s study focuses on the early Chinese-language press of the 
nineteenth century and specifically on two Chinese-language newspapers published by 
outsiders. One example was the East Western Monthly Magazine, published by the German 
missionary Charles Gutzlaff in the 1830s, and another was Shenbao, published by the British 
trader Ernest Major from 1872. While historians of China have often marginalised 
newspapers edited or financed by foreigners, Wagner shows that these newspapers were 
integral parts of a dynamic and multilingual public sphere defined by what Wagner terms 
“transcultural flows.”  
Rachel Leow’s article also focuses on the Chinese-language press, though in a later 
period and a different imperial setting, that of British Malaya. Her focus is on the newspaper 
Yik Khuan Poh or Yiqun Ribao, established in the dramatic year of 1919, when the events of 
May 4thin China reverberated around the region. Leow agrees with our other contributors that 
“the colonial print space is not one which we can think of as coterminous with a national 
public sphere” and suggests that it may be that “the ‘colonial’ quality of a public sphere must 
at least in part consist in its compound, syncopated and polyphonic nature,” one “in which 
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first person plurals overlap and co-exist within a shared territory that can be designated 
neither fully public nor fully private.”xxvii 
Moving between scales is a central theme of Leow’s article, as it is in Myles 
Osborne’s article, which focuses on the periodical Jambo, published by the East Africa 
Command from 1942 to 1945. Osborne draws out the implications of Jambo”s location at the 
“nexus of the imperial and the colonial.” In Jambo’s pages, African servicemen could 
transcend the barriers of colonial Kenya to engage metropolitan readers on colonial issues.   
Another element of boundary crossing can be found between newspapers that were 
explicitly aimed at particular publics defined in religious terms and those which sought to 
transcend religious divides or indeed to define the newspaper as a space from which religion 
was properly excluded.xxviii Often treated separately, in reality, as Rudolf Wagner and Leigh 
Denault’s contributions explore, the religious and the secular were not separate spheres of 
debate but rather were intimately connected. Debates transcended the boundaries of any one 
newspaper, reminding us that we learn a great deal by placing them in the same analytic 
frame, while also keeping their difference in ultimate purpose in mind.  
For example, in many parts of the colonial world missionary societies put great store 
on establishing newspapers as a way of evangelising and reinforcing literacy and creating 
communities of Christians who were connected through print.xxix Their content was more 
similar to that of newspapers produced by colonial states or by independent editors than we 
might expect, and readers often read them alongside other “secular” newspapers and 
periodicals. At the same time, they were distinguished by religious idioms and their concern 
with otherworldly matters.  
As these case studies make clear, the importance of the colonial setting does not lie in 
the places we might initially assume - in the presence of censorship, of sharply unequal 
power relations, of a multi-national and multilingual context or in the absence of political 
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rights. These elements were important but they also were - and remain - features of many 
non-colonial settings. While historians have examined the perceived secrecy of the colonial 
state and of secret societies that set themselves up against the colonial administration, debates 
about secrecy and openness in how publics conceive themselves are not exclusive to colonial 
contexts. In eighteenth-century Germany, for example, debates about pseudonymous and 
anonymous authors demonstrated a “perceived tension between critical openness and 
secrecy” that shaped emerging concepts of Enlightenment publics.xxx 
But common to modern colonial states was governance by fragile legitimacy in a 
world of empires. Colonial states sought to embed their rule by introducing and embedding 
new legal and governance structures. For colonial subjects, the need to navigate new forms of 
law, politics and economics helps explain the creativity which we see in the colonial press, as 
writers and editors drew on both old and new political languages to engage their rulers, or to 
criticise or hold power to account.  
Colonial states sought to enclose their subjects within territories, but they also created 
infrastructures which enabled colonial subjects to transcend territorial borders.xxxi Such was 
the case with newspapers. As we have seen, the very fact that newspapers were addressed to 
the world allowed readers and writers to reach beyond the territorial state or nation. This fact 
offered editors a means of disciplining readers and writers, but, as Leigh Denault and Bodil 
Folke Frederiksen show, it also enabled editors, readers and writers to use tools of critical 
reflection as a means of engaging and sometimes challenging colonial states.  
Even in situations of high levels of state control, the normative ideal of the newspaper 
and of the role of a free press in political society was significant for many of the editors and 
correspondents in the case studies which follow. As Stephanie Newell argued in her 2013 
book, The Power to Name, “nothing could be closer to West African newspapermen’s 
definitions of the role of the press between the 1880s and World War II than Habermas’s 
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utopian model of the public sphere.”xxxii
xxxiii
 Similar ideas are expressed in the other colonial 
settings discussed in this issue. While public debate was never “free,” the powerful principle 
that it ought to be helped make possible the constitution of critical publics. This was the case, 
for example, in Te Karere O Paneke, the Māori-language newspaper edited by Walter Buller 
which Lachlan Paterson explores. As Paterson writes, “[i]t was Buller’s own liberalism that 
provided a platform where Māori voices might be heard, for the new and changing society 
they encountered to be discussed and critiqued.”  
Colonial states were also engaged in a cultural project to create loyal subjects. This 
helps explain the didactic element of many of the government-owned or edited newspapers 
and periodicals we explore here. But at the same time, colonial states were acutely conscious 
of their lack of knowledge of the societies over which they sought to rule. The historian 
Nancy Rose Hunt has recently suggested that “We have not thought enough either about 
colonies as nervous places, productive of nervousness, a kind of energy, taut and 
excitable.”xxxiv This sense of nervousness is palpable in the colonial archive.  In moments of 
high political tension, colonial administrators turned a spotlight on the press in general and 
the vernacular press in particular. 
For colonial states, the multilingual nature of the press was a particular source of 
anxiety. As one of our contributors, Rachel Leow, reminds us in her book Taming Babel, 
modern states, both colonial and post-colonial, have frequently struggled with diversity, and 
this is particularly striking in the ways in which “monoglot” colonial states confronted the 
“polyglot” societies over which they sought to rule.xxxv Inability to understand how words 
were being used and what audiences might hear prompted a particularly acute form of 
anxiety in colonial officials. At times, colonial states sought to control the vernacular press, at 
other times they sought to intervene by publishing in the vernacular, to greater or lesser 
degrees of success. 
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But for colonial subjects, writing in languages other than that of the colonial 
government could provide an opportunity. As Bodil Folke Frederiksen argues, the reliance of 
colonial states on translators weakened their hold. Proving that material was “seditious” was 
hard to do. Language was used in creative and enterprising ways, and in certain contexts, the 
ways in which words were used changed quickly, making it difficult for colonial linguists or 
censors to keep up. 
Studying the production and reception of the press in the colonial world, then, also 
offers new perspectives on colonial society, by providing a window both into the anxieties of 
colonial states and into how colonial subjects applied creative techniques in order to function 
within the colonial everyday. 
 
Conclusion 
In this Special Issue, we make the case for a new approach to studying the publics created 
through print media in the colonial world. The articles collected here draw on their authors’ 
rich understanding of local contexts and, in many cases, the vernaculars in which newspapers 
were published. Understanding the role of print media in the colonial world demands this 
deep knowledge of local contexts. Yet, we contend, there is much to be gained by bringing 
these case studies together and approaching them through a shared framework. 
That framework demonstrates that public spheres in colonial society were not a priori 
a distinctive space for discourse from other possible public spheres. Rather, we suggest that 
public spheres function through the interaction of several different factors that, in 
combination, serve to activate spaces of discourse into various publics. These factors can be 
found in other historical contexts, or political and social systems, and so this framework can 
be used to analyse other sites of public debate. The adjective “colonial” in front of public 
sphere does not hold as an exclusive identifier of a unique kind of public sphere inapplicable 
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to other contexts. At the same time, these four factors help us to draw out key commonalities 
in how public discourse functioned in spaces of colonial governance. And in turn, exploring 
colonial public spheres from this perspective draws our attention to important facets of the 
nature of the colonial state.  
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